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O2’s Evolve Grow
An increasing number of patients have relied on medicinal marijuana and the need for production, 
distribution and insurance coverage continues to grow. Our specialized underwriters have acknowledged
these needs and have developed a product line that will help you and your customers overcome these
challenges. 
  

Providing you with an informed insurance solution that will evolve with a wide range of marijuana 
focused operations while also transitioning with you and your customers through the upcoming changes 
within this revolutionary industry.

SOLUTIONS FOR:

Medicinal Marijuana Grow Operations who are:
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• Licensed by Health Canada; and 
• Risk Managed – following regulations set by 
  both the Government of Canada & Health 
  Canada

Including options for:
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• Commercial Growers
     • Indoor & Outdoor operations
     • Manufacturing of Cannabis products including 
       THC, CBD and other cannabis oil extractions;
     • Sales of cannabis and other related stock or 
       merchandise;
     • Clinical Trials;
     • Research Laboratories
• Residential Growers
     • Personal use cultivation only
     • Small home based business insurance solutions 
       for cultivation, manufacturing and sales
     • ‘Urban farm’ style grow operations

OFFERING
From cultivation to distribution, we understand
the specialized insurance needs of medical 
cannabis grow operations.  Offering a wide 
range of products, from which you can pick 
and choose, tailoring coverage that fits your 
unique insurance requirements.
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  Commercial & Residential Property 
  Coverage:
     • Buildings and outbuildings
     • Equipment, stock and other
       miscellaneous items
     • Extra Expense and Business 
       Interruption 
     • Comprehensive Form
  Commercial General Liability: 
     • Products & Completed Operations
     • Sudden & Accidental Pollution
     • Product Recall 
  Professional Liability: 
     • Medical dispensary E&O
     • Clinical Trials & Research Laboratories

HOW WE’RE DIFFERENT
As an independently owned, fully accredited Lloyd’s Broker, O2 Insurance Services offers more than a 
typical MGA. Using a combination of domestic and Lloyd’s capacity, we work with our retail Brokers to
cooperatively design insurance products and services that compliment your needs. We achieve this by
providing:
   

• Direct Access to the Lloyd’s Marketplace
• Broker Partnerships
• Specialty Product Lines

We are committed to providing insurance products, programs, and solutions,
that will contribute to your success by providing you with a competitive

edge that will allow you to reach more clients and increase your revenues.

• On-Line Digital Distribution Strategies
• Value added service level agreements



Underwritten by certain underwriters at Lloyd’s

ENLIGHTENED
RESULTS 
for complex challenges


